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With the development of the Chinese capital market, the value of corporations draws 
more attention of investors, so that researches on approaches of valuation on corporations 
are much important. Nowadays, approaches of valuation on corporations which are in use 
are various. Free Cash Flow (FCF) approach, which is mature and prevalent in the 
application of valuation in many countries, is not comprehensively used in China. 
As a dynamic approach of valuation, which considers much of the future, Free Cash 
Flow of Firm approach involves many uncertain parameters, such as free cash flow of 
firm (FCF),discount rate and the period for discount. And in the application of FCF 
approach, these parameters need to be estimated subjectively, which brings problems into 
the application of FCF approach in China. 
Based on the theory of FCF approach, this thesis mainly researches on the two 
central issues of the approach, which are the forecast of FCF and the stability of β in 
Chinese capital market. 
There are five chapters in this paper. The first chapter generalizes the theories on 
approaches of valuation on corporations. The second chapter introduces the framework 
of FCF approach. The third chapter is mainly about the forecast of FCF, in which we talk 
about the definition of FCF and detailed methods to calculate and forecast FCF in the 
Chinese system. The forth chapter is mainly about the method of the estimation of β and 
the stability of β in Chinese capital market. In the research on the stability of β, we 
perform Chow Test on the β in Chinese capital market, and conclude that break points of 
β may come forth with significant events in listed companies. At the end of this part, we 
also give measures to avoid the impact of significant events on the estimation of β. On 
the base of the theoretical preparation in chapter three and chapter four, from the 
perspective of practice, we show the process of the application of the FCF approach in 
evaluation of a listed company. 
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tF ——销售额每增加 1元所需增加的固定资产投资； 








































式中 aTV ——持续经营企业的价值； 
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